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TO: Jessica LeBlanc, UM Budget & Finance 

FROM: Sue Bosell, Interim Vice Chancellor for Finance and Operation   

RE: FY22 UMD Budget/Compact Response  

Attached please find UMD’s budget/compact submission documents, which have been requested 
as part of the FY22 instructions. This response includes the required schedules, narrative, 
justification and explanations. We have highlighted our proposed strategic initiatives in relation 
to the systemwide strategic plan and our greatest financial concerns. If more supporting 
documentation or explanation is needed, please reach out. 

I would like to highlight a select few of our most pressing financial concerns we are facing in 
FY22: 

• Enrollment - as you are well aware, enrollment is the biggest challenge that plagues our
financial struggle. Student population in Fall ‘20 was only 300 students above the 2001
campus population.

• Requesting to replace the Full Tech Access fee with an increase to each collegiate fee.
This would cut the fee almost in half for those students currently charged the fee, cost
students less in the long run and gain efficiencies by eliminating a complicated process
currently required to link the fee to each of the 750 courses.

• Proposing changes to our non-resident tuition fee to include three additional components
in efforts to increase our international student population and enrollment in both summer
sessions and departmental graduate programs.

• Requesting to add a tuition surcharge for the Swenson College of Science and
Engineering. This would provide much needed support for our STEM students with the
goal of increased retention.

We would like to express our gratitude for the financial support by system offices in our efforts 
to clear our campus sequestered deficit balance. FY21 was to be our first year with a nearly 
balanced budget after many years. It was years in the making, millions in budget cuts, 
perseverance by our campus and collaboration with your office. Now, we look to you for the 
same spirit of collaboration in the wake of COVID 19. 

We welcome the opportunity to answer any additional questions about our materials and we look 
forward to our March 31 budget discussions. 



c: Lendley C. Black, UMD Chancellor 
Myron Frans, Senior Vice President for Finance and Operations 
Julie Tonneson, Associate Vice President for Budget and Finance 
Fernando Delgado, UMD Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 
Lisa Erwin, UMD Vice Chancellor for Student Life 
Amy Hietapelto, Dean of UMD Labovitz School of Business and Economics  
Lynne Williams, Director of UMD University Marketing and Public Relations 
Greg Sather, Director of Budget and Analysis, UMD Finance and Operations 
Curt Albertson, Academic Budget Officer, UMD Finance and Operations 
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University of Minnesota Duluth 
Strategic Priorities 

UMD has continued to focus on our Strategic Plan, its goals, initiatives and benchmarks. With 
the approval of MPACT 2025, the Systemwide Strategic Plan, we have aligned our efforts with 
the Commitments set forth of Student Success, Discovery, Innovation and Impact, 
MNtersections, Community and Belonging and Fiscal Stewardship. To that end, our main 
priorities for the coming year are as follows: 

1. Diversity, Equity and Inclusion support                                                $160k R

In support of both Commitment 1, Student Success, and Commitment 4, Community and
Belonging, UMD is requesting monies to support endeavors both in the Chancellor’s
Office and Student Life.

Our efforts to enhance and support the diversity, equity and inclusion efforts in FY22
will include a new Vice Chancellor for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion position. The
salary will be funded by a combination of salary dollars from a current open position in
the Chancellor’s Office and bridge funding provided by Vice President Michael
Goh.  This position will support UMD’s campus climate priorities and helps us meet
growing demands for additional leadership and expertise in this critical area.

New funds being requested from the system include $50,000 plus fringe benefits for an
administrative assistant and $30,000 for operations and professional development for
this vice chancellor.

The Office of Disability Resources, in an effort to provide a more inclusive and
supportive environment for students, is requesting the addition of 1 FTE P&A staff
position in UMD Disability Resources to meet increased student demand for disability
accommodations at UMD. UMD Disability Resources engages in the interactive process
used to determine reasonable accommodations for students with disabilities. UMD
Disability Resources currently has only 2.5 FTE assigned to this work.

Disability Resources has seen continuous growth in the number of cases of students with
disabilities seeking accommodations. In addition, cases are presenting with increasing
complexity. For example, contact counts with students increased by 19.4% from FY19 to
FY20. This growth trend is anticipated to continue, particularly for students with mental
health conditions.  To ensure that UMD is timely in responding to students requesting
accommodations, and to advance the goal of ensuring a welcoming and inclusive campus
for people with disabilities, staffing must be increased.

The minimum cost (salary, fringe, & Enterprise) for a 12-month P&A position
(anticipated to be a Student Services Professional 3) is $58,881.  The midpoint cost
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(salary, fringe, & Enterprise) is $80,372. The position would report to the Director of 
UMD Disability Resources. 

Our preference would be that this position be funded with an increased O&M allocation. 
Currently, any net deficit in our Disability Resources accounts at year end has been 
funded in the subsequent fiscal year. Funding in that manner would result in both a 
significant deficit at year end as well as a much larger funding transfer in subsequent 
fiscal years. 

2. Building recruitment and retention efforts                         $45k NR,  $243k R
The University of Minnesota Duluth seeks investment to support the institution’s
enrollment goals as outlined in Commitment 1, Action Items 1.1. As THE key driver of
revenue at UMD, enrollment (both through new students and retention) is essential to the
financial health of the university. UMD requests both recurring and one-time funds to
support implementation of Slate for undergrad admissions. The current client relations
management platform is at the end of its lifecycle and needs to be replaced. Slate is a
more robust tool that is commonly used at universities, including several U of M
campuses. Implementation of Slate will provide additional enhancements that will benefit
campus visit programs, application processing, and CRM capabilities.
The second request is for funds to implement CREW - Creating, Reaching, Elevating my
World - a coaching program focused on Promise Plus (Pell) recipients aligned with the
MPact measure of reducing the gap in grad rate. This program is anticipated to reach
400-450 students annually if fully staffed. UMD had hoped to leverage a US Department
of Education TRIO grant (Student Support Services) but despite a near perfect score,
UMD failed to get the grant. Nevertheless, the model is a tested model of academic
coaching and can lead to greater levels student retention and graduation (especially among
those who fall in the at-risk category). The total one-time investment UMD seeks is $45k
and the recurring amount is $243k.

3. NRRI - MNtersections                                                               $585k R
The Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI), in alignment with the Systemwide
Strategic Plan and goals (Commitment 3, Action Items 3.2 & 3.3), seeks investment into
applied research activities that neatly fall into the model of MNtersections. NRRI has
several ongoing threads of applied and translational research. Such work grows from a
deep commitment to sustainable research efforts that also drive economic development
across Minnesota, but especially in the Northland. NRRI’s mission is in and of itself a
MNtersection of partnerships with communities, industry, and government and the goal is
also to sustainably use the elements of the natural environment to further drive key
economic sectors built on natural resources use. NRRI is seeking a $585,000 investment
spread across two key areas: forest and bioeconomy and sustainable resource use. All
resources would be used to fund additional researchers in these key areas as NRRI looks
for further outreach related to the bioeconomy, with a particular focus here on plant
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research related to biomass and to the causes and consequences of environmental change 
and remediation, and to sustainable practices in water, mineral, and energy. The latter of 
these areas are focal industry points in northern Minnesota and NRRI is well-positioned 
to expand its capacity to partner with key businesses in the state, a range of state and 
federal agencies, and further engage researchers from across UMD and the system. The 
requested investment will increase the FTE in NRRI and expand its research team 
expertise in key areas of natural resources research. 

We propose the establishment of low or no interest loan program, targeting students with great 
financial need, utilizing federal monies returned from the Perkins loan program in the form of 
institutional capital contribution reimbursements to UMD and also service cancellations of 
outstanding debt due by the Department of Education. We propose to create a revolving loan 
fund, similar in nature to the current University Trust Fund program but at a much lower or zero 
interest rate. The option exists to appropriate a portion of these funds to create a grant program 
for this same population of students. No additional funding required by University. Current 
balance  - $795k 
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University of Minnesota Duluth 
Significant Financial Concerns 

The UMD campus has undergone major cost reductions and reallocations in recent years in order 
to erase our structural imbalance and the sequestered deficit, in conjunction with financial 
assistance from the system offices. Due to the effects of the pandemic, we now face financial 
challenges again, as delineated below: 

• Enrollment

Current drop in enrollment for FY21 year due to the pandemic is alarming on many
levels. We had budgeted a slight decrease in enrollment pre-COVD, however, we
actually came in an estimated $5M short in tuition this year.  This will carry as a
recurring shortfall in tuition as this class continues their studies. We also have endured a
significant melt to the TC campus in recent years. FY21, at 1142 students, was almost
double what we saw in 2015 at 662 students. A systemwide enrollment management plan
must be established to allow the non-metro campuses to properly plan and budget for
enrollment, as we have all experienced this phenomenon as was presented to the BOR at
the February 2021 meeting.

• Compensation
$1,203,939 estimated per each 1% BOR mandated O&M increase plus an additional need
for an estimated $52,038 in required Stanton and compression increases for UMD
Campus Police
.

• UG Tuition rate - UMD is concerned with using a proposed tuition increase as a tool to
address budget concerns across the institution due to COVID 19. Our concerns are
compounded by our campus’ enrollment challenges and were well documented in the
February Board of Regents’ docket materials and presentation.

• Full technology access fee - We are proposing to cease charging the full tech access fee
$75.50 as requested by the Budget Office and replacing it with an increase of $40 to the
collegiate fees charged at UMD. Given our hesitation to raise tuition for our campus, our
preference would be for the increase to be in collegiate fees. More detail is included on
page 18. We understand the Budget Office’s desire to incorporate all online fees into a
tuition rate increase and would be willing to entertain this notion, if need be. This funding
must be replaced from some source of funding. If the full technology access fee is to be
eliminated, an annual budgeted amount of approximately $724,800 will still be needed.

• Sponsored Projects/F and A Funds. UMD has maintained that the university’s
approach to the facilities and administrative distribution is flawed and unequal.
Specifically, UMD requests that grant activities that occur on the Duluth campus and
leverage UMD offices, utilities and services be distributed back to UMD. The request
would hold the collegiate and academic units (Medicine and Pharmacy) harmless in terms
of distribution but route the indirect cost recovery directly to UMD to help fund the
appropriate support units (including the Sponsored Projects Administration office). This
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request is in alignment with the standard practices of the system and have the benefit of 
potentially offsetting budget cuts that OVPR is pursuing (particularly as they provide 
$140,000 in O & M dollars to support UMD’s SPA office). To note, the SPA office 
support has remained static at $140k per year for the last 12 years while grant activity as 
measured by expenditures for the UMD campus has increased by $3,529,263. These 
funds will allow continuation of support for the grant and research activities provided to 
our students and maintenance of the space necessary to carry out those endeavors. 

• Debt service - Heikkila Chemistry and Materials Science Building   $840k R
The debt service on the matching portion for the HCAMS building is to be financed by a
recurring donation by the donor. We expect to receive this donation soon, however, it has
not yet come to fruition, and we bring this concern to light in case it becomes a recurring
issue for our campus.

• Proposed changes to NR tuition
o International Program Partner rate

The University of Minnesota Duluth began aggressively and strategically pursuing
international institutional partnerships as a means of building non-resident tuition.
These partnerships were codified in the 2-3 years before COVID-19 but the
pandemic and an uncertain environment for international students have so far
hindered the strategy. However, as UMD pursues these student populations with
vigor post-pandemic, it seeks to streamline tuition only for those students who
come to UMD specifically through one of the partnership programs (which entails
a signed inter-institutional memorandum for a 2/2, dual degree, 1/3/1, or 2/3
program). Students will be identified through the partner institution and must be
degree seeking. The model UMD seeks to apply is akin to the Midwest Student
Exchange program tuition, which would entail a 5% increase over UG resident
tuition (students would be responsible for all fees as normal). Such a pricing
model would advantage international partners to identify students, would benefit
students coming through those partnerships, and bring needed enrollment to UMD
as it has not realized its non-resident, non-reciprocity enrollment goals.

o Single rate summer tuition for summer sessions
The University of Minnesota Duluth has aggressively deployed online education
options for summer sessions. The arrival of COVID-19 has only accelerated and
universalized a predominant mode of instruction. Recognizing that summer school
can be an opportunity to encourage timely degree completion, recovery of lost
courses (when academic performance has lagged), and early starts for students who
have been admitted (especially international and out-of-state students), UMD
seeks authority to offer a single-rate tuition for all undergraduate students during
the summer sessions. UMD recognizes that the vast majority of its undergraduate
students will continue to be residents, but this tool allows for greater opportunities
to reach and serve non-residential students through summer course offerings and
thus can be deployed as both a recruitment and a retention tool for those
populations.
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o Single tuition rate for Departmental Master’s degrees

In order to offer a competitive pricing model for similar graduate programs, the
University of Minnesota Duluth (UMD) seeks authority to offer a single tuition
model for departmental master’s degree programs. This would extend a practice
that is already successfully in place with the MBA program offered through the
Labovitz School of Business and Economics. An ad hoc committee of graduate
program directors at UMD have surveyed their competitive spaces and forwarded
the recommendation. UMD recommends setting non-resident tuition to be the
same as resident tuition (currently $693/credit with no banding).  If this tuition
adjustment is adopted, UMD can monitor enrollments to evaluate the
effectiveness of this approach in recruitment of students from a wider geographic
range in both face-to-face and online/hybrid programs.

• Coca-Cola contract funds                                                   est $240k annually
There is uncertainty as to the continuation and viability of the Coca-Cola contract going
forward. UMD relies on those funds to provide Athletic scholarships as well as support
for the campus UPass program and funding for the Everfi training module purchased by
Student Life for all students to participate in as required by state mandate.

• SCSE tuition surcharge                                                                        $750k R
We are proposing a tuition surcharge for students enrolled in the Swenson College of
Science and Engineering, in keeping with Commitment 1, Student Success, of the
Systemwide Strategic Plan. This surcharge will facilitate our efforts to support the
changing demographics of our students for retention and graduation. This would help to
provide much needed support to first and second year students.  Details of this proposal
may be found in Appendix B.
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For FY22 planning purposes, the UMD campus has chosen to work with a 4.25% starting point
for targeted reallocations versus the 3% as part of the system office planning. This was chosen
early on, knowing the immediate, devasting effects of the loss in enrollment for our campus and what
that meant budgetarily and the need to begin planning efforts early on in the colleges for academic
purposes.

To that end, our targeted reductions at the multiple levels would be:
3% $4,766,000

4.25% $6,883,494
6% $9,532,000
9% $14,298,000

In our Strategic Human Resources Restructuring Plan submission, our plan included estimated savings, both 
O&M and all other funds of $6.6M recurring, with a reduction in personnel headcount estimated to be 78. This 
does not include the one time RIO fringe costs due to staff in FY22 in the amount of $1.8M. 

Using our Strategic Human Resources Restructuring Plan net savings as a starting point, our preliminary plan
for our 4.25% reduction would be:

Finance & Operations
Budget Office 65,000 Personnel savings
Controller's Office 95,000 Personnel savings
Facilities Management 780,000 Personnel savings
Facilities Management 112,000 SE&E/R&R reductions
Human Resources 42,000 Funding swap
Police 21,000 Personnel savings

$1,115,000

Note: FM personnel savings may be shifted to R&R reductions if planned reduced staffing models will 
not suffice campus needs with the return to in person campus learning and activities for Fall '21

Student Life
VCSL Units 12,000 SE&E reductions
VCSL Office 10,000 Funding swap

University of Minnesota Duluth
Reallocations for FY22
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Office of Diversity 100,000 Personnel savings
Disability Resources 7,000 Personnel savings 

$129,000

Chancellor's Office
Chancellor's Office 66,000 Funding swap to non-O&M
Development 49,000 Personnel savings
Development 16,000 Funding swap to non-O&M
UMPR 55,000 Personnel savings
Athletics 187,000 Team budget and SE&E reductions
Athletics 59,000 Personnel savings

$432,000

Academic Affairs
VCAA 127,000 Personnel savings
VCAA 24,000 Funding swap to non-O&M
VCAA 30,000 SE&E budget reductions
CEHSP 97,000 Personnel savings
CEHSP 504,000 Funding swap to non-O&M
CEHSP 7,000 SE&E budget reductions
CLA 1,057,000 Personnel savings
Enrollment Mgmt 153,000 Personnel savings
Enrollment Mgmt 10,000 SE&E budget reduction
EVCAA 634,000 Reduction in Course Access/SS funding
EVCAA 83,000 Reduction in faculty startup funding
EVCAA 8,000 SE&E budget reduction
ITSS 27,000 Personnel savings
ITSS 23,000 SE&E, non-capital and capital equipment reductions
ITSS 124,000 Funding swap to non-O&M
Library 156,000 Personnel savings
Library 21,000 SE&E budget reduction
Library 10,000 Funding swap
LSBE 16,000 Personnel savings
LSBE 475,000 Funding swap to non-O&M
NRRI 122,000 Reduction to capital equipment purchases
OTR 76,000 Funding swap to non-O&M
OTR 23,000 Personnel savings
SCSE 1,048,000 Personnel savings 2 faculty retiring after FY22, 
SCSE 33,000 SE&E reduction savings to be realized at that point
SCSE 109,000 Funding swap to non-O&M
SCSE 210,000 Reduction of GTA/Pre-doc positions

$5,207,000

This 4.25% reduction plan brings our campus within $2.6M of the 6% target. In order for us to reach that additional 
reallocation target, our campus would need to undertake a massive administrative support restructuring to gain 
efficiencies and allow for the loss of additional personnel that would not directly affect the core mission of the institution. 
It would require a reduction in service levels to students and support to faculty, while potentially increasing institutional 
risk due 
to decreased administrative oversight.

The full 9% reallocation would require a multi year, phased in approach, in collaboration with system offices, to 
determine how to best move forward as that would be a devasting financial blow to our operations.
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University of Minnesota Duluth 
Reallocations for FY21  

O&M Reallocation Total: $1,192,000 
Campus O&M Structural Imbalance Reductions: $4,018,582 

Total O&M Reductions: $5,210,582 

Reallocations were accomplished for FY21 on the Duluth campus through a variety of 
methods including Course Access funding reductions, elimination of open positions, 
reduction in SE&E spending, revenue swaps with other funding sources, and 
reduction/elimination of other faculty and staff positions. Due the massive nature of our 
campus reductions, it is impossible for us to determine whether each individual reduction 
is related to the reallocation or the structural imbalance. Therefore, we have not 
attempted to differentiate. If need be, we could apply the entire reallocation amount to 
Course Access reductions as this item exceeded the O&M reallocation target for FY21. 
See Appendix D for detailed spreadsheet. A summary of what was implemented in FY21 
is as follows: 

Category 
Direct Mission $2,819,434.00 
Facilities  590,736.00 
Leadership/Oversight 218,649.00 
Mission Support 1,581,763.00  
Total Reductions $5,210,582.00 

Personnel/Non 
Personnel $4,595,254.08 
Non-Personnel 615,327.92 
Total Reductions $5,210,582.00 

Position Reductions 
2.50 Faculty Swap O&M to other funding (no positions retrenched) 
5.00 Term faculty lines not filled  at 100% 

11.65 Faculty-retrench vacant positions 
7.74 Term faculty reductions in percent appointment 
7.69 Staff swap O&M to other funding (no positions retrenched) 
9.55 Layoff non-renewals staff (CS, AFSCME) 
3.50 Staff-retrench vacant positions 
6.20 Other positions not being re-filled (GTA's, Pre-docs, others no notice req) 
0.59 Staff reductions in percent appointment 

54.42 Total O&M Personnel Reductions 
44.23 Total Personnel Reductions 
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University of Minnesota Duluth 
Scholarship Funds 

STAR Spending Plans 

The Duluth campus currently shows 768 out of 825 (93.1%) of its scholarship funding sources 
with spending plans. This represents an improvement from 90.8% spending plans entered in 
FY20. Note that some of those funds without spending plans are still being disbursed even 
though no spending exists currently in the STAR system. Due to the pandemic, we were not able 
to follow up as closely with departments over last spring and summer. We have examined the 
STAR Scholarship Management Performance report for the Duluth campus and anticipate 
following up with units with the lowest compliance rates. While we recognize the goal for the 
campus to be 100% compliant, we will continue to be taking the following steps to approach that 
goal in FY22: 

• Oversight and follow up with units lacking adequate spending plans will be provided by
the Duluth Financial Aid Office. Access request has been made for an additional staff
member to assist in this process

• RRC contacts and Financial Aid will review the scholarship processes with the Financial
Managers Group and work to improve process guides within each affected unit as well as
best practices for the campus for both spending plans and the proper awarding of
scholarships

• Updates will be made as necessary to further define roles and responsibilities related to
the administration of the scholarships on the Duluth campus

• RRC contacts will work with units to connect spending plans to the budgeting process to
ensure that all spending plans are reflected in budgets and vice versa

• Stress that it is acceptable to enter $0 spending plans for those funding sources that will
not be utilized during upcoming fiscal year

• Item types will be generated for funding sources with significant available balances to
allow planning and spending of those sources in future years

• Spending plans for incoming freshman undergraduate scholarships will be entered by the
second week in February and all other scholarships by the first week of June prior to the
next fiscal year, per system guidelines

Note that UMD student aid in FY22 will also include approved UPromise Scholarship Initiatives 
as well as the fourth year of the waivers to scholarship conversion process detailed in the Tuition 
Revenue Estimate section. 
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Figure 2 
University of Minnesota Duluth  

FY22 Tuition Revenue Estimates – UMD Response 
 
FY21 Final Tuition Projections     

    FY21 Final Tuition Projections  Budget     
      Office   Unit 
            
1   FY21 Budgeted Tuition $111,530,666    $111,530,666  

    (from table above-same in both columns)       
            
2   Updated FY21 Estimate $106,956,699    $106,594,567 

            
3   Variance – Over(Under) Budget ($4,573,967)   ($4,936,099) 

            
 

FY21 Response 

Summer session revenue for Summer 2020 represented a significant increase in revenue and the 
highest amount for summer session at UMD. This occurred during an anomalous situation and UMD 
has fewer students enrolled than in the previous years. For these reasons, UMD is projecting that 
summer revenue will return to levels similar to the previous summer term. FY21 Summer tuition 
revenue is anticipated to be about $350,000 lower than the amount included in the centrally 
developed estimate. 

Expenditure reductions in UMD reallocation plans have been established to cover anticipated 
revenue shortfalls. 
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FY22 Tuition Projections 

FY22 
Tuition 

Estimates 

Prof 
Res/Rec 

Prof 
NRNR 

Grad 
Res/Rec 

Grad 
NRNR 

Undergrad 
Res/Rec 

Undergrad 
NRNR Total 

1 Budget 
Office $7,693 $5,694,541 $2,128,873 $96,718,638 $4,678,324 $109,228,069 

2 Unit $5,350,785 $2,637,458 $94,802,410 $4,261,650 $107,052,303 
3 Variance ($7,693) $0 ($343,756) $508,585 ($1,916,228) ($416,674) ($2,175,766) 

4 

Updated 
FY22 
Estimate – 
1% Rate 
Increase 

$0 $0 $5,404,293 $2,663,832 $95,750,434 $4,304,266 $108,122,826 

5 

Revenue 
Increase 
(line 4 less 
line 2) 

$0 $0 $53,508 $26,375 $948,024 $42,616 $1,070,523 

FY22 Response 

UMD is estimating a variance of ($2,175,767) to the system budget estimate. While budget office 
estimates included a 3% increase (approximately $2,500,000) in resident undergraduate tuition, UMD 
does not expect to realize these increases based on uncertainties around COVID 19 and ongoing 
concerns about UMTC’s enrollment targets for resident undergraduates. UMD expects a more modest 
increase in revenue over the prior year of $457,736. 

Assumptions include: 

• 0% increases for all tuition categories for graduate and undergraduate as well as resident and
nonresident.

• The difference in base includes the additional difference of $362,162 which primarily represents an
expected lower amount for Summer 2021.

• Summer Session tuition estimates are pro-rated based on FinMac tuition attribution agreement
(FY22 - 60% for SS2021, 100% SS2022 Intersession, plus 40% for SS2022). UMD expects Summer
Session revenue to return to levels closer a pre-pandemic level. For this reason, the UMD Summer
budgeted amount is expected to be an additional $380,000 lower than the actual amount realized in
FY21 which includes the prorated amount of FY21 - 60% for SS2020.

• UMD estimates expect a reduction in Undergraduate degree seeking headcount from Fall 2020 to
Fall 2021 of 122 degree seeking students and represents a reduction in revenue of ($839,425).  This
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estimate also includes a reduction in Undergraduate degree seeking reduction of 26 students 
compared to Spring 2021.   

• During FY21, a lower percentage of resident and reciprocity undergraduate students were enrolled as
part-time students. In keeping with the University announcement to offer predominantly face to face
instruction and return to pre-pandemic approaches to our co-curricular and campus life activities, our
estimate of how students will enroll (full-time or part-time) is based on a 3-year average. Our FY22
model expects a higher percentage of resident and reciprocity undergraduate students to be enrolled
full-time than the prior year. The tuition model 3-year average for reflects 1.05% higher for Fall
2021, (3-year average of 91.51% vs 90.46% of UMD enrolled students) and for Spring 2022, 1.79%
higher (3-year average of 89.60% vs 87.81% of UMD enrolled students). Average SCH amounts
have also been adjusted for 3-year averages. The combination of these adjustments partially offsets
the decrease in enrollment and reflects an increase to the model's revenue of $560,159 for
undergraduate enrollment and a decrease of $81,378 for graduate enrollment.

• Over-attribution annual deduction is deducted using an approximated 3-year average of ($200,000).
• $928,790 tuition waivers are deducted from UMD’s tuition revenue estimates.

o UGRD tuition waivers (for mandatory waivers) are also estimated based on a 3-year average
methodology at (0.1886%) and $177,458; In FY21, UMD completed the final year of the
approved waivers-to-scholarship phase-in for the UMD waivers including Best of Class,
International, and Alumni waivers. The remaining waivers in the waiver to scholarship model
have now been funded and converted to scholarships for FY22 and will no longer be
included as waivers. The above amount by and large represents the mandated waivers.

o GRAD waivers are estimated at 25.45% of the Graduate Non-resident Rate for NR to R
tuition for graduate assistantships only (EST. $751,332).

Each 1% Increase 

One percent of tuition revenue as reflected above represents $1,070,523. 

Other Proposed Rate Changes 

UMD is proposing changes to three of its tuition rates.  

• As part of UMD’s effort to support and grow international program partnerships, a new tuition rate
(International Program Partner Rate) is being proposed at 105% of the resident undergraduate
tuition rate. The rate will be $6,402 for 13 or more banded or $492.50 per credit. Students who
attend UMD on partner institution agreements for programs such as 1+2+1 or 2+2 would be eligible.
This rate has been built in for students who are expected to attend UMD on one of these agreements
pending approval of the rate.  UMD anticipates an initial first year reduction in tuition revenue with
the approval and implementation of the new IPP rate of approximately ($64,000) due to the timing
of when the fee can be approved and then marketed. However, in future years, it is expected that this
will make our programs more competitive.

• In an effort to enhance UMD’s ability to recruit students to its department masters programs, the
UMD DMS tuition rate is proposed for approval at a singular rate of $693 per credit for
nonresidents. The change to a singular UMD departmental masters rate will have an initial first year
revenue reduction of approximately ($106,000) in part due to the time of rate approvals. In future
years, this rate is expected to improve UMD's ability to recruit students more broadly and grow
UMD departmental masters tuition.
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• UMD is also proposing for approval a singular summer undergraduate tuition rate for both resident
and non-resident students. This will allow UMD to serve and connect with our non-resident students.
It is expected that a singular UMD undergraduate summer rate will encourage enrollment from our
NRNR undergraduate students and increase the number of students who will be enrolled in the
summer courses. Due to the timing of approvals this fee will not be in effect until the summer of
2022.

• UMD is proposing a tuition surcharge for the Swenson College of Science and Engineering.  It is
expected that surcharge will generate approximately $750,000.

Tuition Waivers 

Information on waivers is included with the budget assumptions above. Updated RRC waiver 
information has not yet been made available to UMD as was indicated in the compact tuition 
supplement. 
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Figure 3 
University of Minnesota Duluth 

ICR Revenue Estimate - Response 

Resource Responsibility Center: UMDXX 

1a. Approved Budget for current year – FY21:  $2,356,398 

1b. Updated estimate for current year – FY21:  $2,101,542 

Explanation of Variance: The FY21 system estimate is impacted by a greater than normal 
slowdown for activity at UMD during the 4th quarter of FY20. Typically, 4 to 5% more of 
the total fiscal year ICR generation at UMD occurs in the second half of the year than 
what is projected under the system estimate. While ICR generation is behind last year, we 
are expecting that UMD will return to more historical levels of research this year for the 
fourth quarter which should yield a higher level of ICR. 

2. Proposed budget estimate for FY22:  $2,062,916

Our proposed budget estimate uses a 3-year historical averaging methodology to estimate the 
amount of research activity that will be produced in the second half of the fiscal year. The 
pandemic greatly reduced the amount of research activity that was completed at UMD near 
the end of last fiscal year. It is our expectation that the fourth quarter of FY22 will resemble a 
more normal research environment than the end of FY20.  
NOTE: Medical and pharmacy schools on the Duluth campus have generated on average 
$1,034,265 of F&A based on a three year averaging method. Of this amount approximately 
$391,827 could annually be attributed to the generation of this F&A as it relates to facilities 
provided by UMD. Unlike UMTC, UMD does not allocate Facilities Maintenance, Operating, 
and Utilities' direct costs to the colleges and schools (including the Medical School and 
College of Pharmacy), so the reimbursement of indirect costs on grants and contracts initiated 
on the UMD campus and related costs should be rightly returned to UMD and not retained by 
UMTC's Health Sciences organization. 
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FY22 University of Minnesota Duluth 
Collegiate/Campus and Durable Goods Fees 

The UMD collegiate fees are being proposed for FY22 with a moderate rate increase over FY21 
for CLA and two campus components; half that rate will be charged to students registered for 
less than 6 credits. Summer will have the same structure, except that the threshold for summer 
will be 3 credits, rather than 6 credits. The purpose of the collegiate fees will be to continue to 
use fund technology, equipment for the students; included in these expenses are tech 
professionals. Also funded by the collegiate fees are UMD Career & Internship Services, 
general-purpose classroom technology upgrades, as well as other academic support service needs 
in several units (see next page for a list of expenses that are supported by the collegiate fees). 
The UMD Library and Information Technology Systems and Services support the infrastructure 
upgrades. 

FY22 Collegiate Fees with Components 

Unit: College Library ITSS 
Campus 

Equipment 
Career 

Services Ucard 
Mobile 

App 
FY22 Total 

Collegiate Fee 
% 

increase 
CEHSP $102.30 $20.25 $127.00 $5.35 $34.10 $3.75 $3.25 $296.00 16.08% 
CLA $143.30 $20.25 $127.00 $5.35 $34.10 $3.75 $3.25 $337.00 16.61% 
LSBE $77.30 $20.25 $127.00 $5.35 $34.10 $3.75 $3.25 $271.00 17.83% 
SCSE $132.30 $20.25 $127.00 $5.35 $34.10 $3.75 $3.25 $326.00 14.39% 
USt. $22.30 $20.25 $127.00 $5.35 $34.10 $3.75 $3.25 $216.00 23.43% 

FY21 Components in BOLD are being proposed with an increase. 

Unit 
# Of Students (Fall, 
Spring, Summer) 

FY22 Estimated 
Revenue 

CEHSP     4,340 $418,458 
CLA     3,565 $492,307 
LSBE     4,066 $292,426 
SCSE     6,613 $836,136 
USt.        181 $3,055 
Library $359,762 
ITSS $2,256,282 
Campus Equipment $95,048 
Career & Internship Services $605,821 
Ucard $66,623 
Mobile App $57,740 
Total   18,765 $5,483,657 

Each college has a committee that includes faculty, administrators, and student(s), who 
determine what will be supported by the collegiate fees. UMD Collegiate Fees are used to 
support the following academic support needs for the UMD colleges, academic departments, 
Library, Career & Internship Services, and ITSS. 
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Staff Support: 

• Technology staff/support in the colleges for academic program administration and technology
assistance, staff that work directly with academic departments’ faculty to assist them with
technology and classroom software;

• Student employees to staff computer labs and technology tutoring;
• Infrastructure staff support—staff that installs and maintains technology available in the

classrooms and ITSS basic access labs;
• Communication and staff support in colleges;
• UMD Career & Internship Services staff;
• UMD Mobile App .2 FTE Staff support;
• Consultants for the Writing Center support;
• ESL specialists for English learners;
• Tutoring support in the Writing center;
• Outreach staff support;
• Academic advisor staff support and
• Administrative staff to assist with collegiate retention programs such as the Math Summer

Bridge Program for incoming freshmen, SCSE Student Ambassadors and the Peer Up mentoring
program.

Equipment: 

• Basic Access Student Labs—software, hardware, seating, and network expenses to run the
computer labs that all students have access to;

• Campus laptop checkout program;
• Classroom technology upgrades to enhance and promote learning;
• Instructional equipment;
• Specialized equipment purchases and upgrades for teaching and learning;
• Special technology-related expenses (special software or hardware that are specific to certain

academic programs);
• Upgrades to digital and graphic design computers used by faculty for teaching;
• Instructional software upgrades, photo equipment, tripods, and supplies for photography classes;
• Materials for theatre productions, rigging system supplies and hardware, lens equipment and

supplies that are used in productions and rehearsals, scene shop;
• Tools for technical design students for use in creating the sets for the productions, microphones,

basic equipment for productions and classes involving directing, lighting & sound, costuming,
etc.;

• Replacement of musical instruments, strings for string classes, smart boards and computers for
smart boards;

• Camcorders for videotaping student performances, which are submitted to MN edTPA (Teacher
Performance Assessment) for student teachers;

• College wide software (Matlab, Catme, etc.);
• Communication and Outreach support in Colleges;
• Scientific equipment used across classes---microscopes, chemical reactors, Linus virtual

machine, EE stations for antennas and transmission lines, GPS systems, MTS force
transducer, observatory, and

• Repair of instruments, software upgrades.
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Infrastructure: 

• Acquire and retain electronic resources in the library to support teaching, learning, UGRD and 
GRAD research - specific electronic resource for approximately 53 cross-disciplinary databases 
are purchased with these funds; 

• Server/storage expenses—servers that store data for the basic access labs and run software; 
• UCard; 
• Part of the wireless and hard-wired internet connections throughout campus—equipment and 

support expenses;  
• Set up, install, assist with art studio and all aspects of the Art & Design departmental computers, 

studio, art displays, art shows;   
• UMD Mobile App, which provides a user-friendly gateway to campus information and tools 

including MyU portal, campus services and resources, targeted communications, and enhanced 
social engagement; 

• Support Academic student clubs for the enhancement of the academic student experience 
through clubs and competitions and   

• Transformative opportunity program support - including bridge programming, underrepresented 
student research. 

 
Approval of fee increases are sought for the following units and components: 

 
1. ITSS Fee Increase: Revenue Neutral Conversion of Full Access Technology Fee to 

Collegiate Fee (ITSS Component) 

UMD is proposing to eliminate the Full Access Technology Fee as charged and increase the 
ITSS portion of the Collegiate Fee. The ITSS component of the collegiate fee will increase by 
$40 per semester (or $20 for Summer) to $127. Currently, Full Technology Access Fee generates 
$724,800. The overall impact to the student population will be revenue neutral with a large 
number of students seeing a decrease in the amount paid. A large percentage of students who 
enroll in summer courses pay in the Full Technology Access Fee. The increase to the collegiate 
fee will be much lower at $20 instead of at the $75.50 that would otherwise be paid. 

FY22 Estimates for Conversion of Full Technology Fee to Collegiate Fee 
  

  
  

  
 

Fall & Spring Summer 
                16,767         1,998  
        
Amount of Fee Increase $40            670,680       39,960  
        
         710,640  
  

  
  

FY21 Budgeted Revenue For Full Technology Access Fee is $724,800   
 

Full Access is provided to a variety of resources including computer labs, virtualized software, 
online support, and flipped classroom technology enhancements and benefits many students. All 
UMD colleges have a significant number of students each semester that participate in the Full 
Access Technology Fee. This newly expanded collegiate fee will support classroom and campus-
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wide technologies, including physical and virtual infrastructures that provide labs and hybrid 
teaching modalities. The fee covers many expenses related to software licenses and support 
contracts. It also pays the salaries and fringe for 13.26 professional FTE and 34 part time student 
workers that support IT and student success. 

2. CLA Collegiate Fee Increase 

The UMD College of Liberal Arts is seeking to increase the CLA specific portion of the CLA 
collegiate fee by 5% from $136.30 to $143.30 for its component of the overall CLA collegiate 
fee. This is significantly lower than the revenue neutral amount of $161.30 that was sought as 
part of the School of Fine Arts and the College of Liberal Arts merger. The revenue-neutral 
change to the combined collegiate fee was among the conditions necessary for the merger. This 
did not occur after the onset of the COVID 19 pandemic as fee increases were not approved for 
FY21. This resulted in an unexpected revenue loss of $89,125 that will continue to impact 
CLA’s ability to meet a variety needs for its students and departments. The request for a 5% 
increase will begin to address this revenue shortfall with an estimated $24,048. 

FY22 Estimated CLA Fee Increase 
  

  
  

  
 

Fall & Spring Summer 
                 3,306                259  
        
Amount of Fee Increase $7  $23,142 $907 
        
      $24,049 
FY21- CLA proposed a revenue neutral collegiate fee increase as part of the CLA/SFA collegiate merger to a new amount of $161.30. 
In FY21, fees were held at 0% due to the circumstances of the pandemic and the fee was not approved. Currently, the CLA 
component of the collegiate fee is $136.30. The increase of $7 represents a much lower amount and 5%. 

 

3. UCard Fee Increase 

An increase of $1 is proposed for approval from $2.75 to $3.75 for the UCard component of the 
collegiate fee. The fee partially funds the UCard Program. In FY22, the support amount will 
increase by $17,776 to $66,600. This fee component was established in FY17 (and increased 
only in FY19 by $.50) to provide ongoing support for the UCard program. It has been partially 
funded in that manner since that time. The fee covers the cost of operations including supplies 
(approximately 5,000 cards annually) that are needed and one staff.  

FY22 Estimate For Ucard Fee 
  

  
  

  
 

Fall & Spring Summer 
    

           16,767             1,998  
        
Amount of Fee Increase $1  $16,767 $999 
        
      $17,766 
  

  
  

The UCard fee will increase from $2.75 to $3.75 generating an estimated $67,414.   
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University of Minnesota Duluth 
New Course Fees 

To: Dr. Fernando Delgado, Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
From: Dr. Jeremy Youde, Dean, College of Liberal Arts 

Cc: Dr. Jefferson Campbell, Associate Dean, College of Liberal Arts 
Jordan Kalm, Administrative Manager, College of Liberal Arts 
Curt Albertson, Financial Analyst, UMD Office of Budget and Analysis 

RE: CLA MUS Applied Lesson Fee Increase Fee ID: 10002 
Date: March 9, 2021 

Dr. Delgado, 

After evaluating the Music Department fees charged to students, I propose to let all fees remain 
the same for this year except for those associated with the applied lessons for music majors: 
MU13XX/MU43XX (odd numbers only) and MU8301/MU8701.  

Under the current system, the college loses $239.00 for each music major enrolled in private 
lessons. Adjunct faculty earn $500 per student per semester, but students are only charged 
$261.00. This arrangement is unsustainable for our applied lesson account because the fees not 
only pay the salaries of our teaching specialists, but also help to cover expenses for a wide 
variety of related services and materials. These include upkeep, repair, and regular tuning on 40 
department pianos; maintenance of other instruments; paying piano accompanists for students for 
end-of-semester juries and recitals; and student workers for recitals and concerts held in Weber 
Music Hall, among other necessary costs. 

It is also important to note that our pay rate, which works out to roughly $33 for each hour-long 
lesson, is the lowest among college music departments in the region. To be competitive, our pay 
rate should be closer to $50 for each hour-long lesson, but we simply cannot afford to increase 
salaries without a corresponding increase in the fees charged to music majors for their lessons. 
Our low rate of pay has led a number of long-time instructional staff to leave UMD for better pay 
at other institutions, and it has proved a significant challenge to find willing and qualified 
instructors to teach in our applied studios at these below-market rates. 

The proposed 2 percent fee increase would increase the cost for students by just over $5 per 
semester, and it would help us to eliminate the gap between income and expenses for our applied 
lesson account. We believe that implementing a series of small increases over the next few years, 
rather than one large increase, would help cushion the effects on students and allow us to 
eventually bring our costs and expenses in line with one another.  

Current rate: $261.00 

Proposed rate: $266.22 
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To: Dr. Fernando Delgado, Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs Curt Albertson 
From:  Dr. Jeremy Youde, Dean, College of Liberal Arts  
Cc: Dr. Jefferson Campbell, Associate Dean, College of Liberal Arts Jordan Kalm, 

Administrative Manager, College of Liberal Arts 
RE: CLA TH Applied Lesson Fee Increase 
Date: March 9, 2021 

Dr. Delgado and Curt, 

After evaluating the Music Department fees charged to non-majors for applied lessons, I propose 
to increase the applied lesson fee for Theatre non-majors.  

This fee is closely related to the Music Applied Lesson fee. We have requested an increase to 
that fee. Therefore, because of the close tie between the two, we request this fee also increase to 
maintain parity. This current fee is unsustainable for our applied lesson account because the fees 
not only pay the salaries of our teaching specialists, but also help to cover expenses for a wide 
variety of related services and materials.  

The proposed 2 percent fee increase would increase the cost for students by just over $5 per 
semester, and it would help us to eliminate the gap between income and expenses for our applied 
lesson account. We believe that implementing a series of small increases over the next few years, 
rather than one large increase, would help cushion the effects on students and allow us to 
eventually bring our costs and expenses in line with one another. 

Current rate: $261.00  

Proposed rate: $266.22 
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University of Minnesota Duluth 
Student Service Fee Waivers 

 
 
Student Service Fee Waiver Information for 2021-2022 
University of Minnesota Duluth 
 
1. Student Service Fee waivers built into tuition/fee calculations through Student Financials. 
 

Academic Benefits recipients  
All exchange students registered at UMD  
College in the Schools (CITS) students  
Cross-registered students with CSS/UWS 
Doctor of Education 
Master of Business Administration students  
Master of Education students  
Master of Tribal Administration and Governance students 
Master of Tribal Resource and Environmental Stewardship students 
Med Fellow Specialists  
Post Secondary Education Option (PSEO) students  
Regents Scholarship recipients  
Senior Citizens  
Students enrolled for <6 credits  
Students enrolled in courses classified as ‘off campus’  
Students enrolled in courses classified as ‘ROCHESTER’  
Students enrolled in University Studies academic programs (51UGR, 51GRD, 99PRD)  

 
2. These students either pay a program fee or tuition/fees are waived.  

Study Abroad (UMD tuition/fees waived – pay at Study Abroad institution)  
 
3. Multi-institution students registered on two campuses can choose which campus to pay the 
SSF.   
 
4. Petitions processed through the Registrar’s Office.  

Criteria for approval: Students participating in an internship, rotation or student teaching 
at least 75 miles away from campus. 
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University of Minnesota Duluth  
Transfer of Allocations Between Units for FY22 

 

The University of Minnesota Duluth does not currently have any approved transfer of 
allocations for FY22. Some funding, however, that is provided via transfers either during 
the fiscal year or post budget include: 

 
 

• Wellness funding for expenditures on programs and compensation 
• Disability Services annual funding following analysis of comprehensive unit 

spending 
• Enterprise associated annual reimbursements 
• Medical School funding for use of Duluth’s administrative services such as 

Student Financials and HR 
• Partial SPA funding from central VP for Research 
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University of Minnesota Duluth  
O&M / State Special Compensation 

 

O&M and State Special compensation changes for FY22 have been calculated for the Duluth campus by 
the UMD Office of Budget and Analysis and can be found in Appendix A. Note that an adjustment was 
made to budgeted amounts for civil service, bargaining unit, and trades for the 27th pay period that was 
budgeted for as expense in FY21, but will not be paid out again for a decade. 

 

Amounts calculated on this schedule in totals (not by employee group) for this compact are as follows: 

 

FY21 Budgeted Salaries = $90,824,408 
Adjustments for 27th pay period budgeted = ($836,955) 
Net O&M/State Special FY21 Budgeted Salaries @ 26 pay periods = $89,987,453 
 

For each 1% salary increase 
FY22 Increase of 1% on budgeted salaries = $899,874  
FY22 Fringes due to 1% salary increase = $304,065 
FY22 Fringe increase on FY21 salaries due to rate changes = $0 
 
FY22 Total additional O&M/State Special compensation with fringe changes and 1% increase 
= $1,203,939 
 

Additional amounts to the calculations above that the Duluth campus is obligated to provide include: 

• Stanton increases and resulting compression compensation estimated for UMD Campus     
Police at $52,038 starting January, 2021. Computations made by UMD Office of Budget 
and Analysis and based on anticipated 3.0% Stanton rate increase. 

• Additional Graduate Assistant tuition benefits @ $21.27 per hour estimated per budget 
guidelines (an additional $27,027 for the 165 GTAs on the Duluth campus) 
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University of Minnesota Duluth  
Internal Sales Rate Setting & Subsidies - FY22 

 

The University of Minnesota Duluth does not currently have recharge centers that fit the 
definition of deficits greater than $150,000 or variances greater than 15% per 
identification by Internal/External Sales Office and the Budget Office. 

 
The one subsidized recharge center identified as belonging to Duluth in the budget 
planning guidelines (Deptid 10409) was previously identified as the Geospatial Analysis 
Center at UMD, but as of July 1, 2019 merged with U-Spatial in the Office of the Vice 
President for Research and reports to that RRC unit. University Budget Office has been 
notified of this change in order to contact responsible unit and have this included 
correctly in next year’s Budget Planning Guidelines for Academic Units. 
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APPENDIX A
UM DULUTH FY22 ESTIMATED COMPENSATION INCREASE

FACULTY P&A POST DOC GRAD CIVIL SVC BU TRADES/TC STDT/UG
700100 700200,20 700210 70031X 700500 700510 700520/700530 700400 TOTAL

O&M/Fund 1000
FY21 Budgeted Salaries $43,994,044 $17,657,206 $104,841 $3,130,121 $9,703,898 $11,320,768 $977,168 $1,769,590 $88,657,636
      27th ppd adjustment 0 0 0 0 (359,404) (419,288) (36,191) 0 (814,883)
A) FY21 Adjusted Salary Budget 43,994,044 17,657,206 104,841 3,130,121 9,344,494 10,901,480 940,977 1,769,590 87,842,753

B) Fringe Due to Rate Change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D) Each 1.0% Salary Increase 439,940 176,572 1,048 31,301 93,445 109,015 9,410 17,696 878,427
E) Fringe Due to Salary Increase 160,578 64,449 253 6,229 29,716 34,667 762 0 296,654
TOTAL SALARY + FRINGE $600,518 $241,021 $1,301 $37,530 $123,161 $143,682 $10,172 $17,696 $1,175,081

State Special/Fund 1801
FY21 Budgeted Salaries $65,147 $1,475,121 $29,250 $0 $478,081 $70,854 $47,019 $1,300 $2,166,772
      27th ppd adjustment 0 0 0 0 (17,707) (2,624) (1,741) 0 (22,072)
A) FY21 Adjusted Salary Budget 65,147 1,475,121 29,250 0 460,374 68,230 45,278 1,300 2,144,700

B) Fringe Due to Rate Change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D) Each 1.0% Salary Increase 651 14,751 293 0 4,604 682 453 13 21,447
E) Fringe Due to Salary Increase 238 5,384 71 0 1,464 217 37 0 7,411
TOTAL SALARY + FRINGE $889 $20,135 $364 $0 $6,068 $899 $490 $13 $28,858

Total Allocated
FY21 Budgeted Salaries $44,059,191 $19,132,327 $134,091 $3,130,121 $10,181,979 $11,391,622 $1,024,187 $1,770,890 $90,824,408
      27th ppd adjustment 0 0 0 0 (377,111) (421,912) (37,932) 0 (836,955)
A) FY21 Adjusted Salary Budget 44,059,191 19,132,327 134,091 3,130,121 9,804,868 10,969,710 986,255 1,770,890 89,987,453

B) Fringe Due to Rate Change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D) Each 1.0% Salary Increase 440,591 191,323 1,341 31,301 98,049 109,697 9,863 17,709 899,874
E) Fringe Due to Salary Increase 160,816 69,833 324 6,229 31,180 34,884 799 0 304,065
TOTAL SALARY + FRINGE $601,407 $261,156 $1,665 $37,530 $129,229 $144,581 $10,662 $17,709 $1,203,939

*NOTE: Calculations based on budgeted FY21 salaries adjusted for 27th ppd on some job groups - UMReports Budget Acct vs Actual - Period 1
             verified 1/22/2021 gps|umdoba

ACTUAL PROJ
FY21 FY22 CHANGE 1% Est Comp Effects FY2022

Academic Fringe 36.50% 36.50% 0.00% Each Additional 1% Salary $899,874  D
Grad Asst Fringe w/GA Health 19.90% 19.90% 0.00% Associated Fringe on Each 1% 304,065  E
Grad Asst Fringe w/Uplan Health 25.40% 25.40% 0.00% Total Est Comp Effects @ 1% $1,203,939  F
Post Doc/Res Spec/Fellow 24.10% 24.10% 0.00% +FB Rate Change/Current Sal 0  C
Non-Academic Fringe 31.80% 31.80% 0.00%
Partial Benefits (Trades/Temp Casual) 8.10% 8.10% 0.00%  Total Comp Effects FY2022 (1.0%)
Student / Undergrads 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% Fringe a  Fringe Rate Chng/Current Sal $0
Grad Assistant Tuition/per hour $21.06 $21.27 1.00% Sal+b  Addtl Sal+Fringe (1.0% ea) 1,203,939

 Total Estimated Comp Increase $1,203,939
fringe a  = previous total base times CHANGE in rate
fringe b  = salary increase times NEW fringe rate

3/15/2021
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University of Minnesota Duluth 
Appendix B:  SCSE Tuition Surcharge 

SCSE Tuition Surcharge est $750k revenue 

The purpose of this submission is to propose a tuition surcharge for the Swenson College of 
Science and Engineering (SCSE) on the University of Minnesota Duluth campus. This funding 
will provide support for the college in pursuit of Commitment 1, Student Success, of the System-
wide Strategic Plan. 

SCSE has a legacy and vision of providing an outstanding education for Science Technology 
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) students. This proposal to establish an undergraduate 
tuition surcharge would support expanding student services and learning experiences on the 
UMD campus. Applying a $250 per semester tuition surcharge is projected to provide ~$1.3 
million annually after being phased in over a four-year period. The proposal applies the 
surcharge to all new undergraduate students in SCSE and will only be applied to undergraduate 
students arriving for the Fall Semester 2021 and after. No current students would be assessed the 
surcharge.  To ensure the surcharge does not restrict access to students with identified financial 
need, a scholarship equal to the surcharge will be awarded to all Pell-eligible and UPromise 
students.  The scholarships are estimated to consume 42% of the $1.3 million leaving a net of 
$750,000. 

Over the past decade SCSE has experienced consistent and strong student demand for its 
undergraduate programs. Regionally and nationally, we anticipate the interest in a STEM trained 
workforce to continue as we simultaneously face a declining college-aged population and 
anticipate changes in student demographics.  SCSE has identified the critical nature of retention 
from the first to second year and our goal is to increase retention to the second year by 10% over 
the next 5 years.  

Supporting Our Students 

SCSE faces increasing challenges to support the changing demographics of students. Resources 
at the UMD campus to support STEM students lag behind students earning the same majors and 
competing for the same jobs as students on the other UMN campuses.  

The tuition surcharge will be used to support student programs and services. In many of these 
cases, our faculty have already developed successful programming, but we have not been able to 
institutionalize these programs to provide long-term support. The tuition surcharge will be used 
to provide SCSE students with evidence-based practices and programming focused on improving 
recruitment, retention, and graduation. We will focus programming on improving the experience 
for our first and second year students and engage our upperclassmen as mentors and learning 
assistants.  
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● We will hire two additional academic advisors in our undergraduate advising office. The 
advising staff in SCSE currently has a staff of three professional advisors to assist with 
academic advising for all of our students. The current ratio of 1000 students/academic 
advisor is inadequate to cover the needs of our students and is unsustainable. Additional 
academic advisors will be critical to provide students with the guidance they need to be 
successful in their programs ($140K).  

● We will initiate a Learning Assistant (LA) program to assist in hands-on activities and 
active learning in the classroom. The LA program will provide opportunities for 
successful undergraduate students to serve as mentors and help instructors guide students 
in large lecture classrooms. Approximately 200 SCSE courses have more than 50 
students enrolled and most of these courses are introductory courses that serve students in 
their first and second years. LA programs have been shown to increase persistence rates 
and decrease the rate of students earning a D, F or withdrawing from a class. The LA 
program will allow us to maintain a personalized educational experience for all of our 
students. We will invest $160K annually to support staffing and students in an LA 
program in SCSE.   

● We will build on the past success of our Summer Bridge Program for students entering 
SCSE who require additional instruction to be well prepared for their required 
mathematics courses. This program has been a critical part of student success, 
particularly for our underrepresented minority students. The curricula in all SCSE 
programs are founded on a strong mathematical foundation.  We will invest $75K 
annually to cover program costs, staffing, and build additional capacity.  

● We will invest in expanding the SCSE PeerUp mentoring program. This peer mentoring 
program is dedicated to creating a supportive and inclusive network for our students. This 
program was initiated as part of a faculty member’s NSF Career Award and we will 
invest $75K annually to provide institutional support to sustain and expand the program 
to all students in SCSE.  

● We will invest in substantially revising our introductory courses in Chemistry, Biology, 
Mathematics and Physics to provide all students with an integrated, student centered, 
and inquiry-based experience in their freshman and sophomore years. These core STEM 
courses reach every student in SCSE and we will invest $300K in making these courses 
the centerpiece of the SCSE student experience by investing in inquiry-based laboratory 
and classroom experiences.    

 
Total $750,000  
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University of Minnesota Duluth 
Appendix C: Student Rates and Fee Increases 

 
 
 
 
Room and Board Rates – FY22 
The proposed semester rates are found in the table below. 
 

Room Type/Meal Plan Housing 
Rate 

Dining 
Rate* Total % Change 

Double Room / Unlimited Visits $1993 $2235 $4228 5.0% 
Double Room / 14 Visits $1993 $2022 $4015 4.9% 
Single Room / Unlimited Visits $2322 $2235 $4557 5.0% 
Single Room / 14 Visits $2322 $2022 $4344 5.2% 
Triple Room / Unlimited Visits $1863 $2235 $4098 5.0% 
Triple Room / 14 Visits $1863 $2022 $3885 4.9% 
     
Apartment / 10 Visits $2804 $1557 $4361 4.8% 
Apartment / 5 Visits $2804 $927 $3731 4.5% 
Apartment / Dining Dollars Only $2804 $200 $3004 4.2% 
     
Commuter (Off-Campus) / 10 Visits $0 $1357 $1357 6.0% 
Commuter (Off-Campus) / 5 Visits $0 $727 $727 6.0% 

* Residential dining plans include $200 in Dining Dollars per semester. The commuter plans do not 
include Dining Dollars. 
 
Other assumptions and reasons that support the proposed rates include: 

• Expected cost increases (food, salaries, fringe benefits, utilities) 
• Expected occupancy rate of 78% (calculation based on historical data, adjusted for COVID-

10 impacts) 
 
 
Parking Rates – FY22 
 

Parking rate changes proposed are based on historical data, future projections, comparable market 
rates, and budget analysis. In addition, the 2016 UMD Parking & Transportation Study served to 
inform the parking rate adjustments.  
 
The Parking & Transportation Study recommended a proper pricing structure that would encourage 
alternative transportation modes and control parking demand. Subsequent lot counts and a large 
permit wait-list continue to indicate a high demand relative to the current capacity. The study also 
recommended that a market rate adjustment be made to reflect the current supply and demand. This 
stepped adjustment over a multi-year period trends toward local and other university parking rates. 
 
The proposed rates for permits available for purchase by students follow in the table below. 
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Permit Type FY2021 Rate FY 2022 
Proposed Rate % Change 

Maroon $275/yr $300/yr 9.0% 
White $150/yr $165/yr 10.0% 
Green Permit* $425/yr $485/yr 14.1% 

 
Other assumptions and reasons that support the proposed rates include: 

• Expected cost increases (salaries, fringe benefits, hardware, utilities) 
• Expected multiple construction and renovation projects to bring parking lots to a safe 

operating level 
• Expected costs associated with technological improvements (enforcement and permit 

software, security cameras, LED lighting, PARC systems, and pay-by-phone capabilities) 
• Increase in payment toward the Duluth Transit Authority (DTA) UPass program 
• Increases in the City of Duluth sales tax rate as well as an increase to the City Impervious 

Surfaces Fee 
 
 
Student Services Fee – FY22 
 

The UMD Student Services Fee (SSF) Committee process concluded March 15, 2021.  A formal 
recommendation from the SSF Committee will be provided to Chancellor Black for final review 
in time for the FY22 Student Services Fee to be submitted by the deadline to the Office of the 
Provost established by that office (April 30, 2021). 
 
The SSF Committee has recommended no increase to the Student Services Fee for FY22. 
an SSF-funded area. 
 
 
Transportation / Sustainability Fee – FY22 
 
UMD Student Life is proposing to increase the Transportation Sustainability fee by $2, from $16 to 
$18. This represents a 12.5% increase. 
 
The Transportation Sustainability Fee did not increase last year. The increase this year is needed to 
fund the University’s obligation to the Duluth Transportation Authority (DTA) for the UPass 
program. Other sources of funding for the program have been eliminated or unmaterialized (for 
example, Coca Cola Campus funds).  The loss of these revenue streams is being offset by an 
increase in the Transportation Sustainability Fee and a greater contribution by Transportation & 
Parking Services toward the UPass program.  
 
 
Athletics / Athletics Facilities Fee – FY22 
 
The UMD Athletics Facilities Review Committee comprised of faculty, staff, and students made 
the following unanimous recommendation, forwarded to Chancellor Black, to keep the Duluth 
Athletics / Athletics Facilities Fee at the same level as the past two years: 
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Proposed Per Semester Fee FY2020 FY2021 FY2022 Chng 
Portion relating to student engagement/services $65.00 $65.00 $65.00   0.0% 
Portion relating to facilities, both on/off campus   28.00   28.00   28.00   0.0% 

Total Duluth Athletics/Athletics Facility Fee $93.00 $93.00 $93.00   0.0% 

The committee accepted Athletic Director Berlo’s commitment to keep the fee steady for next year, 
FY22. The average increase over the past four years of 2.7% will allow for continued discounted or 
free student ticketing while also assisting with increased contracted facility lease costs at Amsoil 
Arena and other facilities related costs. 
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FY21 Reallocation Summary - University of MN Duluth
FACULTY POSITIONS
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LSBE

Revenue neutral funding swap:   EVCAA course 
access to LSBE unassigned P&A, CS and faculty 
lines DM P  $        283,587  2.50 0.25 2.75

LSBE
Revenue neutral funding swap:   EVCAA course 
access to Anders residual salary/fb DM P  $           31,457  0.30 0.30

LSBE
Revenue neutral funding swap:   EVCAA course 
access to Pierce residual salary/fb DM P  $           50,972  0.25 0.25

LSBE 
Revenue neutral funding swap:   EVCAA course 
access to Roline residual salary/fb DM P  $           72,746  0.50 0.50

LSBE 
Sales Center Program Director‐revenue neutral 
swap O&M to foundation funding DM P  $           61,238   $          500,000  0.50 0.50

ITSS
Improved efficiencies, contract budgeting, and 
increased external sales MS N  $       100,000   $          100,000  0.00

VCAA‐IPS
Revenue neutral funding swap from O&M to IPS 
revenues:  19% of sal/fb MS P  $         25,000  0.19 0.19

VCAA‐Mary 
Keenan

Revenue neutral swap with VCSL funding for IR 
salary/fb MS P  $       100,000  1.00 1.00

VCAA‐ADDED 
by Jen Gilles Admin Staff support reduce from 100% to 75% MS P  $         14,660   $          139,660  ` 0.25 0.25
EVCAA/Erik 
Brown Diversity Pre doc MS P  $         38,500   $            38,500  0.50 0.50
EnrollServ/ 
Pepper

Center for Excellence in Teaching & Learning‐
eliminate program MS P  $         49,000  0.50 0.50

EnrollServ/ 
Pepper

Registrar‐revenue neutral swap O&M funding 
with Academic Records Fee MS P  $       104,319  1.50 1.50

EnrollServ/ 
Pepper

Academic Writing & Learning Center‐discontinue 
tutoring in summer;  reduction of Plaunt‐Martin 
12 months to 10 months; UST 100 undergrad peer 
leaders MS P  $         32,560   $          185,879  0.17 0.17

Library Retirement of IT Support Professional‐partial line MS P  $         10,000   $            10,000  0.15 0.15

NRRI
Revenue neutral funding swap from O&M to State 
Special and ICR funds MS P  $       100,000   $          100,000  1.00 1.00

CEHSP
Background check staff‐revenue neutral funding 
swap MS P  $         16,224  0.40 0.40

CEHSP Dean's Office staff pool‐open lines MS P  $         41,011  1.00 1.00
CEHSP Dean's Office staff unassigned MS P  $           5,344  0.10 0.10

CEHSP Dean's Office staff‐revenue neutral funding swap MS P  $         11,101  0.20 0.20
CEHSP FPP‐open faculty lines DM P  $       404,135  4.50 4.50
CEHSP CA‐Sunset Early Childhood Studies major DM P  $           29,240  0.50 0.50

CEHSP
CA Sunset Educational Computing and Technology 
certificate DM P  $           23,392  0.40 0.40

CEHSP Academic English Language Program DM P  $         41,207  0.70 0.70
CEHSP Field Experience DM P  $             7,000  0.15 0.15
CEHSP Departmental SE&E MS N  $         21,346   $          600,000  0.00

SCSE

AMC Administrative Support (FPP_open line that 
will not be filled; current staff will need to absorb 
duties LO P  $         68,000  1.00 1.00

SCSE
EES partial open faculty line (negative tenure 
decision) DM P  $         61,566  0.60 0.60

SCSE Advising 75% open position MS P  $         52,516  0.75 0.75
SCSE GTA line in Dean's discretionary 50% DM P  $         26,178  0.50 0.50

OTHER POSITIONS (CS, AFSCME, P&A, GTA, OTHER)
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SCSE Chemistry SE&E DM N  $           1,273  0.00
SCSE CA GTA lines (2 @ 50%) DM P  $           68,746  1.00 1.00
SCSE CA Undergraduate salaries‐graders DM P  $           71,721   $          350,000  0.00
CLA FPP faculty open lines DM P  $       232,086  2.50 2.50

CLA
Miscellaneous SEE funding‐post graduate 
offerings DM N  $         13,500  0.00

CLA Staff in COMM‐swap of 10 month appt. DM P  $           4,906  0.17 0.17

CLA
Cultural Entrepreneurship Program‐term faculty; 
Contract will not be renewed DM P  $         65,681  1.00 1.00

CLA
Women's Gender and Sexuality Studies Program‐
term faculty; Contract will not be renewed DM P  $         72,357  1.00 1.00

CLA
Philosophy‐term faculty; Contract will not be 
renewed DM P  $         61,988  1.00 1.00

CLA
Political Science‐term faculty; Elective upper‐
division courses will not be taught DM P  $         19,285  0.29 0.29

CLA
Alworth Institute revenue‐neutral funding swap; 
Position from O&M to endowment funding MS P  $         12,000  0.15 0.15

CLA
Communication tenure‐track resignation; Position 
will not be filled DM P  $         84,215  1.00 1.00

CLA
English‐6 GTA positions for the master's program 
will not be filled DM P  $        183,982   $          750,000  2.70 2.70

College Merger‐
FD SFA Dean‐return to Music DM P  $         70,389  1.00 1.00
College Merger‐
FD SFA Admin Assoc 3 LO P  $         99,404  1.00 1.00
College Merger‐
FD SFA Exec Off/Admin Spec MS P  $         49,832  1.00 1.00
College Merger‐
FD SFA Graphic Multimedia designer MS P  $         58,229  1.00 1.00
College Merger‐
FD SFA other funding MS N  $           2,903  0.00
College Merger‐
FD SFA other funding:  SE&E, FB pool, open staff lines MS P  $         79,287  0.50 0.50
SFA MMAD Lab‐revenue neutral swap 10% MS P  $           9,874  0.10 0.10
SFA A&D retirement 50% of line MS P  $         32,983  0.50 0.50
SFA Theatre Faculty retirement partial line DM P  $         48,352  0.25 0.25
SFA Theatre Faculty retirement partial line DM P  $         44,559   $          495,812  0.50 0.50
SFA‐EVCAA CA A&D tem faculty not being renewed (75%) DM P  $           48,441  0.75 0.75
SFA‐EVCAA CA A&D term faculty not being renewed DM P  $           63,696  1.00 1.00
SFA‐EVCAA CA A&D term faculty reduction of appt. by 25% DM P  $           24,586  0.25 0.25
SFA‐EVCAA CA A&D Term faculty reduction of appt. by 15% DM P  $           17,220  0.15 0.15
SFA‐EVCAA CA Music term faculty not being renewed DM P  $           35,539  0.50 0.50
SFA‐EVCAA CA Music term faculty not being renewed DM P  $           24,995  0.30 0.30

SFA‐EVCAA CA
Music term faculty  not being renewed ; Using 
only a portion of the CA for the reallocation DM P  $           24,579  0.50 0.50

SFA‐EVCAA CA Music term faculty not being renewed DM P  $           76,225  1.00 1.00
SFA‐EVCAA CA Music GTAs 2@25% with the Master of Music  DM P  $           46,434  0.50 0.50
SFA‐EVCAA CA Theatre term faculty reduction in 66% DM P  $           53,646   $          415,361  0.66 0.66
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EVCAA Erik 
Brown GTA's that Erik Brown appoints 2 @ 50% DM P  $           75,000   $            75,000  1.00 1.00
EVCAA Course Access DM P  $        193,315   $          193,315  2.84 2.84
. Executive VC for Academic Admin Totals . .  $   2,385,770   $     1,567,757   $       3,953,527  2.50 5.00 11.65 7.74 5.29 4.00 3.50 6.20 0.59 46.47
VCSL Revenue Neutral Funding Swap ‐ Aux Support MS P  $         75,000  0.50

VCSL‐ODI
BU Staff Layoff Exec Office & Admin Spec with 
some $ repurposed within ODI (No FTE) MS P  $         22,860   $            97,860 

. VC for Student Life Totals . .  $         97,860   $                    ‐     $            97,860  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50
Chan Revenue Neutral Funding Swap ‐ Aux Support LO P  $         50,000  0.40
Chan SE&E Budget Reduction LO N  $           1,245 
Chan‐UMPR CS Layoff Audio/Visual Media Producer MS P  $         40,228  0.55
Chan‐Dev BU Staff Layoff Exec Office & Admin Spec MS P  $         50,155  1.00
Chan‐Athletics Reductions in Team Spending MS N  $         98,858 
Chan‐Athletics Full CS Staff Layoff ‐ Communications Spec MS P  $         87,973   $          328,459  1.00
. Chancellor Unit Totals . .  $       328,459   $                    ‐     $          328,459  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 2.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.95
VCFO‐Contrl Revenue Neutral Funding Swap ‐ Aux Support MS P  $         50,000  0.30
VCFO‐OBA Revenue Neutral Funding Swap ‐ Aux Support MS P  $         50,000  0.30
VCFO‐Police Revenue Neutral Funding Swap ‐ Aux Support MS P  $         75,000  0.40
VCFO‐HR Revenue Neutral Funding Swap ‐ Aux Support MS P  $         65,000  0.50
VCFO‐FM BU Staff Sr Maintenance Carpenter FA P  $         76,956  1.00
VCFO‐FM CS Staff Pln/Eng/Sft Prof 4 FA P  $         95,327  1.00
VCFO‐FM BU Staff Building & Grounds Worker FA P  $         42,250  1.00
VCFO‐FM SE&E Reductions/All Units Incl R&R ($225k) FA N  $       376,203   $          830,736 
. VC for Finance & Operations Totals . .  $       830,736   $                    ‐     $          830,736  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.50

UMD Campus Totals . .  $   3,642,825   $     1,567,757   $       5,210,582  2.50 5.00 11.65 7.74 7.69 9.55 3.50 6.20 0.59 54.43
Actual Positions 24.39 Actual Positions 19.84 44.24
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FY22 Budget Development Worksheet ‐ UM Duluth (UMDXX) 3/25/2021

Actuals 2019 Actuals 2020
Approved 

Budget 2021
Year To Date 
Actuals 2021

RRC Forecast 
2021

RRC Budget 
2022

% Change 
2021 ‐ 2022 1

Carryforward 60,734,951  66,168,078  65,602,966  65,464,427  65,464,427  75,529,826  15.38% 2

Current Nonsponsored Revenue 3

Operations and Maintenance Allocation 44,513,401  47,804,250  50,433,908  50,433,908  50,433,908  50,433,908  0.00% 4

Tuition 113,836,628  112,368,405  111,530,666  56,072,321  106,594,567  107,052,300  0.43% 5

University Fee 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 6

Student Fees 15,548,217  13,907,330  15,145,439  11,719,958  12,516,597  12,816,600  2.40% 7

Indirect Cost Recovery 2,388,194  2,169,328  2,416,814  1,632,653  2,201,542  2,162,900  ‐1.76% 8

State Special 4,452,946  4,452,946  4,452,946  4,452,946  4,452,946  4,452,946  0.00% 9

Internal Sales 4,621,979  4,223,000  4,382,529  2,316,760  2,605,643  3,939,700  51.20% 10

Other Unrestricted Revenue 48,382,734  40,017,453  45,714,369  23,506,106  26,716,308  42,181,000  57.88% 11

Gifts 5,831,903  5,637,884  4,742,464  2,973,109  5,288,587  5,289,000  0.01% 12

Private Practice 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 13

Appropriations 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 14

Grants and Contracts 25,373,137  29,026,594  23,722,228  22,347,965  28,667,045  24,000,000  ‐16.28% 15

Investment Income 46  1,588  200  700  1,243  1,500  20.68% 16

Endowment Income and PUF Distribution 5,935,174  6,113,166  6,147,566  3,176,843  6,260,698  6,103,000  ‐2.52% 17

Other Revenue 30,335  197,235  27,000  32,331  32,185  26,700  ‐17.04% 18

Total Operating Revenue 270,914,694  265,919,179  268,716,129  178,665,600  245,771,269  258,459,554  5.16% 19

Expenditures 20

Salaries 108,982,065  110,785,638  112,159,006  76,896,002  102,606,648  101,132,700  ‐1.44% 21

Fringe Benefits 36,133,273  38,648,400  40,252,561  29,667,735  37,775,581  36,842,700  ‐2.47% 22

Student Aid 41,108,223  41,319,030  42,243,501  38,772,136  43,995,057  44,724,000  1.66% 23

Consultant/Purchased Person 1,857,759  1,103,908  1,525,411  752,388  855,663  1,571,200  83.62% 24

Supplies, Serv. & Misc. Exp. 18,463,590  19,452,483  19,211,760  6,046,715  10,581,457  19,803,700  87.15% 25

Materials for Resale 10,128,479  9,039,498  9,568,931  5,219,375  5,028,110  9,363,200  86.22% 26

Capital Equipment (FY14 forward) 1,960,345  1,869,474  4,618,353  1,384,060  1,577,773  2,445,000  54.97% 27

Equip (thru FY13) & Other Capital Assets 246,116  141,723  295,567  344,741  167,008  373,100  123.40% 28

Non‐Capital Equipment < $5,000 (FY14 +) 3,954,826  3,843,027  4,818,544  3,043,323  3,846,276  4,963,100  29.04% 29

Rents & Leases 2,203,866  2,021,741  1,909,807  1,394,769  1,703,496  1,984,900  16.52% 30

Repairs, Maintenance & Supplies 8,775,212  8,816,992  9,510,244  4,605,429  6,305,594  9,748,000  54.59% 31

Utilities 6,097,683  5,820,195  7,807,172  3,632,899  5,497,760  6,895,400  25.42% 32

ICR/Subcontracts & Participants 144,396  49,989  118,184  126,237  212,490  137,500  ‐35.29% 33

Enterprise Assessment 1,826,832  1,854,633  2,209,546  1,162,466  1,795,616  1,769,800  ‐1.44% 34

Budgeted Reserves 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 35

Expenditures by Object Class Total 241,882,665  244,766,731  256,248,587  173,048,275  221,948,529  241,754,300  8.92% 36

Cost Allocation Charges 37

Utilities (Cost Allocation Only) 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 38

Facilities 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 39

Warehouses 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 40

Debt 647,923  647,923  1,494,473  1,494,473  1,494,473  1,415,426  ‐5.29% 41

Leases 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 42

Libraries 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 43

Research Administration 1,109,132  1,036,955  1,015,570  1,015,570  1,015,570  970,574  ‐4.43% 44

Information Technology 5,692,299  5,553,731  5,618,225  5,618,225  5,618,225  5,454,502  ‐2.91% 45

Student Services 2,865,061  2,945,614  2,905,936  2,905,936  2,905,936  2,845,532  ‐2.08% 46

General Purpose Classrooms 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 47

Administrative Service Units 6,821,149  7,130,421  6,863,685  6,863,685  6,863,685  6,464,804  ‐5.81% 48

Cost Allocation Charges Total 17,135,564  17,314,644  17,897,889  17,897,889  17,897,889  17,150,838  ‐4.17% 49

50

Total Operating Expenditures 259,018,229  262,081,375  274,146,476  190,946,164  239,846,418  258,905,138  7.95% 51

Transfers 52

Net Transfers In 107,953,441  118,185,466  77,808,790  42,312,472  98,798,665  104,066,500  5.33% 53

Net Transfers Out 115,595,056  122,550,663  78,757,404  34,219,440  94,583,117  110,550,300  16.88% 54

Total Net Transfers (7,641,615) (4,365,197) (948,614) 8,093,032  4,215,548  (6,483,800) ‐253.81% 55

56

Annual Operating Balance 4,254,850  (527,393) (6,378,961) (4,187,532) 10,140,399  (6,929,384) ‐168.33% 57

Other Balance Sheet Activities 58

Non‐Student Loan Receivables 264,329  (32,242) 0  (259,910) 0  0  0.00% 59

Prepaid Expenses 169,883  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 60

Inventory 681,592  (67,471) 0  (21,463) 0  0  0.00% 61

Accrued Liabilities 1,500  0  0  (1,500) 0  0  0.00% 62

Deferred Revenue 58,333  (63,829) 0  484,367  0  0  0.00% 63

Capital Leases 0  0  0  0  0  0  0.00% 64

Other Expenses 2,641  (12,716) 0  (24,340) (75,000) (75,000) 0.00% 65

Ending Balance 66,168,079  65,464,427  59,224,005  61,454,049  75,529,826  68,525,442  ‐9.27% 66

% of Total Expenditures 26% 25% 22% 32% 31% 26% 67

Total Sponsored Expenditures 13,736,881  13,571,272  9,586,509  0  0  68
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